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The reader may benefit from knowing all stories in the Machine of Death milieu have 

one thing in common: they occur in a world containing a device that can tell the means 

by which someone will die, precisely and with unerring accuracy, from a quick and 

simple blood test. The machines provide no further information, nor do their results 

ever change with subsequent tests, and they seem wickedly determined to confound 

us via a persistent and morbid irony.  

 

 

~ A shopping mall in the early 1980’s ~ 
 

Buck came tearing back in from the lobby, his face red and his lumberjack arms 

pumping in time to the chug of his legs. He yanked off his clip-on tie, pointed a big 

pink frankfurter of a finger at me and hissed, “Lobby. Now. Customer.” Normally he 

barked his orders but something had him frightened and I had never seen that, not 

even once, during my two years in his employ. Mark shot me a look, eyebrows raised 

as though to say, Well well well, someone's a bit huffy. His eyes twinkled with 

amusement. I hated him a little when they did that. Everything about him could twinkle 

if he wanted it to. 
Buck didn't even stick around to see if I had obeyed him. The door to his office 

shot open and would have shot closed if it had been hung properly in the first place. 

Instead he had to fuss with the handle before it would latch, taking some of the heat 

out of what he clearly wanted to turn into a good hard slam. I let myself smile just a 

tiny bit at that, checked my tie in the big mirror and spritzed Binaca on my tongue.  

Mark clicked his cheek and winked at me. “Go get 'em, tiger.”  

The lobby of the store was wallpapered a relatively inoffensive cream but over 

that was a complicated, interlocking pattern of elaborate and poorly defined plants 

falling all over one another. The attempt had been made to depict bouquets that were 

bursting with lurid blossoms so busy the eye wouldn't notice how quickly the pattern 

repeated or where the symmetries were wrecked by a poorly placed seam. The 

furniture – all love seats – was patterned to match in the way magazines said the 

homes of rich women had been decorated in spring of the year before. The lighting 

was low, mostly lamps with 40-watt bulbs and thick shades casting sharp pools of 

light. A French marketing firm had designed the whole effect a year ago. The pitch was 

that their psychologists put together a space that would seem welcoming to someone 

tired of walking around the mall but would also make them feel lonely: seating for two 



occupied by individuals, pink and gray blossoms in the wallpaper to suggest the hair 

and skin of someone aged past his or her prime and bright lights right at the level 

where a client could notice their own wrinkled hands while they filled out the 

questionnaires. It was the trap we laid for lonely hearts and it worked. Those French 

guys knew their stuff.  

Our sign in the mall corridor, over the store's entrance, read TIL DEATH DO US 

PART in flowing script stamped out in plastic. It sagged in the middle and needed 

dusting. Every day when I came to work I tried to affix an apostrophe to the front of 

that first word through sheer force of will but it never worked.  

The woman in the lobby looked familiar to me but so did many of the women 

who came here. This was because they all looked so much like one another: of a 

certain age, dressed well enough to afford a computerized dating service and wearing 

their dyed hair up in one of those hairspray constructions suggesting an elegant 

whirlpool. She was daubing at her eyes with a paper tissue she'd pulled from her over-

the-shoulder handbag decked out in tasteful buckles. She was obviously upset but, 

more than that, she looked plain bad. She looked like she hadn't slept right in a week.  

I put on my best sympathetic smile and slipped into the rattan employee chair 

across the slender glass-topped coffee table. “I'm Gene. Welcome to our store. Is 

everything all right? Buck asked me to assist you.”  

The woman's face puckered at the name and she smiled a sour little smirk. “I'm 

sure he did. He ran out of here when I had to remind him who I am.” She cleared her 

throat and batted big fake lashes against her cheek. She'd been very careful not to 

mess them up with the tissue. “My name is Gloria Everett. I'm here to see if there are 

any new matches for me?” She took a second run at smiling, this time aiming for sweet 

and maybe even a touch coquettish no matter what year was on her driver's license 

and I smiled back. Smiles make everything better. There's a page in our employee 

manual saying so and it's the only true thing in that whole binder.  

“Let me go and check. I'm...” I hesitated. I didn't know quite what to say. “I'm 

sorry that Buck couldn't help you. I'm sure he must have had an emergency.” 

Gloria started to scoff. “Oh, I'm the emergency. He and I...” She blushed. “We 

dated.” 

I looked at her for a moment and it dawned on me: one of Buck's “bags”. He 

liked to talk about them in hunting terms. Mark and I privately called these women 

“road kill”. Buck had a thing for going through the files looking for women who matched 

his particular preferences: not too young, not too old, not too freshly divorced or 



dumped. He liked them best when they were most worried they'd started to go a little 

stale on the counter. He said it made them “grateful” which is the worst thing I'd ever 

heard someone say without meaning it as an insult. Buck had racked up a lot of “bags” 

over the last couple of years. He'd left his youth in the '60s and his pride in the '70s. 

He was turning the '80s into a smorgasbord of one-night stands with our female 

clientele. It was grotesque. It was like hearing a bad joke in its hundredth retelling 

every time he walked into his office with a stack of file folders. We could hear him 

through that cheap hollow- core door, calling them on the phone and giving them the 

same pitch: This is Buck from Til Death Do Us Part. I was doing some work going over 

potential matches for you and, well, I don't quite know how to say this but the 

computer has suggested that we might be an excellent match...  

Mark and I giggled – well, I giggled and he chuckled - when we first caught on 

but that turned into disgust over time. It wasn't that I was a prude by any means. 

Hey, we're big boys and girls, if there's no harm in it then why not? I'm all for people 

having sex, trust me, but Buck was such a manipulative old troll. To watch him snare 

a lonely woman with that song and dance was to watch a woman give up.  

Everything about Gloria suddenly made sense. “I see,” I said. “Let me go to 

the back and find out if the computers have come up with anything new for you. It will 

just take me a couple of minutes. Feel free to relax and I'll be right back.” I gave her 

another friendly smile – no teeth, never show teeth to someone who feels vulnerable 

– and disappeared into our office.  

Mark had been listening at the door. As I crossed the drab beige back room 

towards the filing cabinets to find her in them he followed me, whispering, “I remember 

her. She’s one of Buck's first catches. Two years ago, maybe? Yeesh.” He reflexively, 

habitually reached up and smoothed his hair away from his forehead in the mirror. 

“Were they fighting?”  

I found the folder and peeked inside while it was still in the drawer: zilch in the 

way of prospects. There were no computers, of course, at least not in the back. We 

turned their surveys into little bubble sheets with special pencils and sent those off to 

corporate and a computer there supposedly shuffled the deck to make matches but 

that only happened when someone first came in and then once every couple of months 

after that. It was September of 1982 and the Computer Age was all around us but the 

actual computers were all down the concourse at Radio Shack. Most of the time it was 

us playing matchmaker with whomever struck our fancy. The computers were big in 

the ads, though, them and the whole bit about taking death predictions into account 



when we paired them up. That was the company's specialty, the thing that set it apart 

until everyone else copied them. We made new clients get a death test in a little alcove 

off to one side of the lobby and filed that with their paperwork. On the questionnaire, 

after all the stuff about hobbies and religious beliefs, they had the option of 

confidentially expressing a preference for someone whose death might coincide with 

their own – you know, stick together two CAR ACCIDENTs who both hope to die 

beside their eventual mate – or whether they wanted someone whose death would be 

radically different from their own. One time we got a guy in whose card read MURDER 

and he wrote at the bottom of the questionnaire, in huge letters, “NO GUNS!!!” I don't 

think he cared whether we set him up with his murderer just as long as he didn't have 

to get shot when it was time to go. Now that is a man who has made peace with the 

Fates. There was very small print at the bottom of the questionnaire specifying that 

due to computer error and, I will always remember, “the fickle ways of Destiny” the 

company couldn't guarantee that they would find a match or if they did that everything 

– including their death – would go exactly as desired forever and ever. People didn't 

stop to read that, though. They didn't want to think about all the bad possibilities. 

They wanted to think about love and romance and getting laid.  

I shrugged at Mark, still hunched over the second drawer of E's. “I don't know. 

He certainly didn't want to see her again, did he? The poor thing doesn't even have 

any new matches.”  

Mark nodded towards Buck's office door. “He probably buried her in there along 

with the rest of his private stock so he could go back for seconds, like a dog with an 

old bone.” Mark loved the giggly side of it a little bit still, I could tell, and that made 

me love it a little, too. He's charismatic that way.  

“You are a beast,” I whispered. “She's right here, but the only bone she's 

getting is dry. Now wish me luck. I'm going to give her the usual about a bunch of new 

matches being due any day now.”  

Gloria's death prediction card slipped out of the back of her questionnaire and 

stared up at us from the floor: CANCER, just as big as life. Mark was quiet for a 

moment and then let out a low, quiet whistle.  

“Oh,” I gasped, “Bless her heart.” I shot Mark a sideways look. “She does look 

sick, you know.”  

 

A week later I was going through the mail one morning before we opened and 

there was one big envelope that had been returned repackaged and stamped all over. 



That happened sometimes, usually with married men. They would walk in, fill out the 

questionnaire, fake some of the contact information, maybe they'd pay the deposit 

even, but then we couldn't bill them in future. They couldn't come back, either, but 

that didn't stop them. They wanted to taste being single again, try it on for size without 

having to do the legwork to get there, but they didn't want to go all the way. It was a 

little like pornography, in that they got to have a simulated experience. Mark said it 

was like going to a hooker. “You pay someone to coo at you for twenty minutes and 

then it's back to real life.” I called him a pervert when he said that but he reminded 

me that I was the pervert in our friendship. Mark was basically my only straight friend 

and I'm absolutely certain that I was his only gay friend. We never really talked about 

it. He just knew, and I knew he knew, and that was that. It was the first time anyone 

had reacted by not reacting.  

The bill that had been returned to us wasn't a No Such Address, though. It had 

a letter enclosed that notified us in the simplest terms that Ms. Alice Lorenz had passed 

away from respiratory failure and therefore our services would no longer be needed. 

There was a check enclosed for the balance due. The letter was signed by a lawyer 

who said he was the executor of the estate. Clients came and went at a dating service; 

it was no big deal. It wasn't like the phone company, where you had to do a lot of 

razzmatazz to get the account set up or cut off. Deaths, for that matter, weren't that 

uncommon. Lots of old people came in wanting one last fling while they were still 

around. Some of them had less time left than they hoped. Sometimes they just wanted 

an excuse to get the death test. 

I filled out a little card and put it all in an envelope bound for corporate. Nothing 

in the books said we had to do so but I sometimes liked to pull the files on deceased 

clients and throw them away. It seemed the decent thing to do. I didn't want to think 

of their families laying them to rest amidst great and solemn ceremony while their 

folder stayed behind, gathering dust, a fly strip of desire turning orange with age in a 

dingy room. I dug Alice out, walked over to the shredder and started feeding it pages. 

Her death card was last, of course. They're impossible not to read once they're in your 

hand but hers made me pause: PNEUMOCYSTIS CARINII PNEUMONIA.  

The death prediction card of Ms. Alice Lorenz was not the first place I had 

encountered those words. They were what the doctors had said about my friend Ralph 

just a year before. His mother had said those words over and over again at the funeral. 

They'd been like a mantra to her. She was a pharmacy assistant. She had heard of it 

before. It wasn't an illness that killed healthy people.  



Poor, dear Ralph. He'd been so sweet to me. I could still see his face just as 

plain as if he were standing there flirting with me still. He always presented himself as 

the Cary Grant type: big and athletic but also lithe and feline, a suave jock who ran 

wind sprints between volumes of poetry. He'd wooed me like the male lead in an old 

romantic comedy. I only realized that I might have loved him when I found out he was 

dead. The autumn of 1981 and the winter of 1982 had been that much colder for the 

cavity he left in the social scene down at Ice Blue and none of us were too proud to 

comment on it once or twice.  

Mark chucked me on the upper arm, not hard, just enough to jolt me out of my 

reverie. He gave me the smile he saved for girls and for me. I don't think he was even 

conscious of it; I think I simply didn't register with him as a non-girl. “Wake up, kid. 

You look like you're off in dreamland.”  

I licked my lips, suddenly parched, and my voice croaked. “I need to break all 

the rules in the book by digging around and reading the files of as many of Buck's bags 

as we know.” Mark raised an eyebrow at me. After two breaths he sniffed and jerked 

his chin up and looked down his nose at me, thumbs hooked in the front pockets of 

his pleated slacks. “You got it, chief.”  

At least that made me smile.  

 

Neither of us could remember more than a couple of names entirely on our own 

but we pulled their files: two PNEUMONIAs, one LYMPHOMA and one 

TOXOPLASMOSIS. I considered those pretty damning, given what I knew, but Mark 

didn't seem to think it was a big deal. He was mainly helping me because I'd asked 

and because it was a tiny way of screwing with Buck.  

“These aren't solid enough,” I finally said. I shook my head. These were middle-

aged and older people. They were already in decline. None of these were especially 

shocking causes of death if they lived another three or four decades. I put the folders 

back and leaned against the cabinet where the last of them had gone, my arms crossed 

on the top edge of it and my forehead resting on my hands where they overlapped at 

the wrist. Mark walked over and leaned back against a drawer three filing cabinets 

down. “I'm going out front for a smoke. Want to join me?”  

I lifted my head and sighed. “My mother says I should quit. She says they're 

going to kill me one day.”  

Mark smirked. “Is she right?” 

I smiled a little. “No.” 



We didn't have any customers in and Buck was on his day off. We didn't even 

bother to put up the ridiculously over-embellished BACK SOON sign printed in flowing 

script on waxed cardboard with suction cups at the corners. We walked out into the 

mall corridor, quiet as the tomb on a Tuesday afternoon in September, and sat down 

on the bench two doors down from the store. Huge brass ashtrays flanked the bench, 

too heavy for some teenager to steal, and Mark passed me his pack out of politeness. 

I looked at it for a second and then took one out.  

“I thought you were switching to those ultra-low-tar kind.”  

“I tried them, but they were like smoking rolled up water. I went back to my 

regulars. What's the point of pretending they're going to kill me? Somewhere out there 

is a BUS with my name on it. I look both ways when I cross the street but one's going 

to get me all the same. Might as well have a smoke before I go.” He frowned and 

puffed his cigarette, held between the base of his thumb and the middle of the 

underside of his index finger. Mark didn't express a lot of deep thinking but I could tell 

there was machinery going at it in there. “What's going to get you?” He jerked a thumb 

at me in a vague way.  

“ELECTROCUTION,” I said. I shrugged back at him. “But I suppose I still turn 

on the lights at night.”  

“Exactly,” Mark said. “It's all just a pile of paper at the end of the day. Maybe 

it's the 3:15 bus today, maybe it's the 9:45 twenty years from now, maybe it's a bus 

that runs off the road and wipes out the burger joint where I'm having lunch. Still 

gotta have lunch.”  

I smiled at him. “You don't eat at burger joints.” 

Mark smirked at me. “You know what I mean.” 

I nodded. I did. 

“So what's this about Buck's road kill?” He tried to sound casual but he wasn't 

a good actor.  

I opened my mouth to answer but then closed it again, took a drag from the 

cigarette, took another and then ashed with something of a flourish.  

“I think he's making them sick.”  

“What with? You think he's poisoning them or something?” Mark hiked his 

eyebrows a little closer, like the lapels of a coat on a cold day.  

“Have you ever heard of...” I stopped and started over. “I'm sure you've read 

in the...” I stopped again and turned to look at Mark and say, very evenly, “He's giving 

them something called AIDS. At least... I think he is. You may have heard it called 



GRID or even 'gay cancer' but they just gave it a new name.” I waved a hand at the 

distance, wherever They were, whoever They might be. “Nobody knows what it is, but 

it makes people get sick and die all of a sudden from things that aren't supposed to 

kill them. Mostly it's pneumonia and a cancer called kay ess.” My voice caught. “I knew 

someone who probably died from it last year.”  

“That's the...” Mark searched for the right words, then said the best he could 

come up with. “That's the homo disease, right? No offense intended.”  

I let myself smile at that. It wasn't easy being someone's only gay friend. It 

wasn't easy having him as my only straight friend. Nothing had ever happened 

between us and nothing ever would, I knew that and I was glad of that because I didn't 

particularly want that. Oh, Mark was a looker alright – dark hair, olive skin, brushing 

just close enough to thirty to look like he knew what to do with you - but he was like 

having a puppy who's also your big brother. Last year at the Christmas party, when 

we'd realized the only other people left were Buck and those weird sisters who work 

Thursdays and Saturdays, we'd stolen the bottle of Popov and climbed onto the roof 

of the mall to drink and watch the stars. I fell asleep on his shoulder and woke up with 

his coat stretched around both of us. He snored like a chainsaw. We were genuine 

peers after that and I found it such a novel sensation that it blanked out any more 

salacious desires on my part. I liked to think that there was a future out there 

somewhere in which a guy like Mark and a person like myself could be acquaintances 

or even neighbors, maybe see each other sometimes in the lobby of our nice apartment 

building, and we could be friends just because we wanted to be instead of because we 

worked together. That was probably the future of someone else, though. I doubted I 

would live that many centuries.  

“Yes, but it isn't just us who can get it.”  

Mark gave me a highly doubtful glance. “I dunno, I heard it's basically homos 

and junkies.” A thought occurred to him and he chucked me on the arm again. “Hey, 

you don't have it, do you? You're OK, right?”  

“I'm just fine,” I said. “But thank you for asking. Now, finish that cigarette and 

help me break into Buck's office.”  

 

I was a better thief than Mark. He seemed to think jiggling the knob back and 

forth would pop the lock but I showed him how to use two bobby pins and that got us 

in. Mark asked me where I got bobby pins and I rolled my eyes at him. “They fall out 



of our customers' wigs all the damn time. If you ever emptied the Bissell you'd notice 

these things.”  

Buck's office looked like a wastebasket had exploded: paper scraps and those 

cheap pads of thin paper you get in motel nightstands. He had stacks of them from 

the hourly rate no-tell out by the airport. I felt even sorrier for Gloria and Alice and all 

the rest of them, getting hauled out there like freight and pretending it made them 

feel special. Mark started going through the desk and I stuck to the two file cabinets. 

I figured Buck probably liked to keep his favorites fairly organized and at the same 

time out of sight. It would make him feel more in charge and he was the kind of 

shouting boss who clearly loved that sense of control over others.  

I hit pay dirt first and didn't even bother to say anything to Mark as I yanked 

folders from the cabinets and flipped through them for those tattletale cards. There 

were a bunch of files and I tried not to tear them up as I hurried through them. The 

first two had been more cases of PNEUMONIA but there was an explicit KAPOSI'S 

SARCOMA and I knew that one because I'd called the number for Gay Men's Health 

Crisis when they'd opened in New York earlier that year. There were a couple of CAR 

ACCIDENTs and HOUSEFIREs in there, too, but enough of them were going to die of 

an unlikely disease that I was as sure as I could ever be.  

What to do, though? Call the cops and tell them Buck was murdering women 

by being close to them? I didn't even really know what caused AIDS. No one did. There 

were rumors about blood, about hemophiliacs, about mosquitoes even but it seemed 

pretty clear that it wasn't that easy. Some of the boys who'd slept with Ralph were 

getting sick but none of them were users or hemophiliacs or anything like that. I 

reached up to run my hand over my own throat. Every morning I checked my lymph 

nodes to see if they were swollen. Every time I got out of the shower I checked myself 

for little red bumps. Thanks to the Machine I knew those weren't what would kill me 

but I checked anyway. I checked because Ralph never had, or maybe because he did 

and was scared of what he found. I checked because a dead man made love to me 

and I had gotten lucky. I had to do something to stop Buck. He could be killing these 

women and someone had to do something to keep that from happening. Poor Gloria, 

already starting to waste away and she'd come sniffing back around in hopes of a pick-

me-up from the very man who'd done it to her.  

Buck's file was in there, too. I couldn't resist. I didn't even feel like I had a 

choice to make. I opened it, flipped to the back and looked at the card: 

COMPLICATIONS. Ha! Those damned Machines. I tutted aloud, shook my head at 



the card itself. The nerds could say whatever they wanted about the science or the 

chemistry or whatever but those Machines wanted to drive us crazy and we all knew 

it.  

When I turned around Mark was staring wide-eyed at the open bottom drawer 

of Buck's desk and the pistol resting inside it.  

I produced a long, low wolf-whistle. “I bet that didn't come in the Management 

Orientation Kit they mailed him when he took over from the last guy.”  

Mark surprised me with his reticence, his open shock. I'd always figured he was 

more of, you know, a man's man. He liked to play it a little James Dean sometimes, 

but then I supposed I'd known plenty of men who liked to butch it up in front of 

company. Still, I hadn't expected this. Mark was frozen stiff. It suddenly occurred to 

me to wonder if Mark had been to Vietnam. Mark's jaw worked up and down a couple 

of times but then he just closed his eyes and said nothing.  

“Are you... okay?”  

Mark nodded, rolled the chair back from Buck's desk and then stood up. “I need 

a smoke. Shoot, I never knew he had a gun. That's some crazy stuff, right? Been a 

long time since I've seen a gun up close. Been a long time.” He sniffled and something 

about that stabbed me right through the heart.  

“You're not okay.”  

Mark chuckled at me, that throaty little huh-huh he did when he liked to seem 

cool. “I'll be fine.”  

I was about to tell him we should close back up and go over the files when Buck 

walked through the door. Buck wasn't supposed to be there that day. He was wearing 

golf pants that looked even more ridiculous than you can possibly imagine, like a 

tablecloth from a pizza parlor was humping each of his legs. He strode in out of 

nowhere and all the blood rushed straight to his face in veins that bulged out. His voice 

was a growl. “What the hell are you two doing in here.”  

Mark started to say something but I didn't let him. I held up the file folders and 

waved them. “You're killing the women you sleep with. You're killing Gloria Everett 

and Alice Lorenz is already dead and almost all the women in here are going to die of 

the same kinds of things. You have to stop, Buck. You're murdering them.”  

Buck looked like he might have a stroke right there, like a vessel could burst 

and both his eyes would fill with blood and fire. “What are you doing looking at those? 

Those are my files. They are my private files.” He wasn't angry that we were in his 

office or that I had accused him of something. He was angry that we knew, and that 



told me that he already knew in his own right. He didn't keep the files back there 

because they were his favorites. He kept them back there so we wouldn't find out. 

Then Gloria showed up and I went the extra mile to shred Alice's folder and all that 

secrecy had gone to hell. All the breath went out of me as I realized it all. Buck stepped 

forward, swung one paw and knocked the files from my hand in a single swipe. “Get 

out of my office. Get out of this store. You are fired. Both of you are fired right now. 

If you ever talk about anything you've seen in here then I swear to God that I will kill 

you.” His teeth were trying to keep the anger in but they were doing a lousy job. He 

sounded like an animal straining against the cage. He meant it. He meant every word. 

We were fired and we would never get to come back and if we ever tried to tell any of 

those women, or anyone else, then Buck would... well, he wouldn't kill us, but he 

would do what he could. He would probably beat us up. He would menace us wherever 

we got jobs next. Buck liked to push people around and he would just keep doing that 

forever.  

I bent down, lifted the gun from the drawer and stood back up. I held it all 

wrong, like a tough in a movie: low, at my side, one-handed. Everything became very 

quiet in the office. Buck's chest was heaving but he didn't take his eyes off the gun. 

“Put that back.”  

“I don't know if this will kill you,” I said. It was nearly a whisper but that was 

all I could do. My eyes were welling up. I was thinking of whoever had seen that bill 

for a dating agency and cried a little harder – or maybe, ironically, a little less – for 

Alice Lorenz. I was wondering how far it would spread, how long Gloria had left, 

whether she already knew something was wrong. I thought of Ralph and his suave 

jokes and his sly moves and the way he always had a change of clothes in his car 

because he knew he'd always need it. He was a man-eater but he still seemed classy 

somehow. He was a cad and I'd loved him in a world where anything more complicated 

than a one-night stand seemed like asking for trouble. He was a prowling tomcat who'd 

loved his marks, been kind to us the next morning, made us breakfast because he was 

in just as much hot water out in the big bad world as we were and he knew it and he 

respected us for it. To us he was a stud, a man who wanted us to feel as good as he 

wanted himself to feel, but to the rest of the world he was just another dead fairy and 

we were in a state that gave murderers the chair.  

“I don't know whether these specific bullets kill you, I mean.” My voice was 

quaking under the weight of all the lives that wouldn't be lived. “Maybe you get an 

infection from the wound. Maybe you die on the operating table. The cards never tell 



us that kind of stuff. They tell us something that limits the ways we think our hand 

can be played but we still have to play out the hand.” I laughed all of a sudden, a 

sharp bark of sorrow. I looked in the direction of Mark, blind as a bat from tears. “I'm 

so sorry to shoot someone in front of you. You're a wonderful human being.”  

I looked back at Buck and pulled the trigger until smoke filled the air.  

 

 

*** 


